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Who Am I 
 
 

If you look at me within you see transformation. If you look at me 

outside you see just a reflection. Who am I? 

For so many people the most important thing about life is to enjoy it 

with relationships, wealth, travel, food, lifestyle becoming 

priorities...Thankfully there are SOME people who are interested in 

the important questions - who am I, why am I, how did I get here, 

what created this world? These are the people who are truth seekers, 

who are not content with merely being asleep and dreaming away to 

glory, fortune, fame and pleasure.. 

Some popular religions say a person called 'God' made everything, 

including us humans, and most people buy that convenient 

explanation because they do not really care about knowing the truth.  

Who is God and who made Him?  

What exactly is the difference between God and us? 

I thank you for being among those people who actually look within. 

Because God/dess is not some person out there...it is an INNER 

STATE of being. Stay Awake! 

Life is a journey of Self-discovery. 

Do not be lost in the play...find your Self behind the curtains of 

forgetfulness!  
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Body, Mind and Beyond 

 

We have died innumerable times and taken innumerable forms... Yet 

each time we forget we are not just this body but this universe. 

Our entire life could go trying to 'be something'...yet it in this very 

moment when we already are the universe. 

In our day to day lives, we are usually connected to our limited 

personalities. We see ourselves as human beings with our physical 

bodies…as limited beings with limited power. 

Our mind is a puzzle for us. Our mind is beyond our physical brain. 

Our mind shows us dreams that look more real than our waking life at 

times. Where do dreams come from and how do they simulate reality 

so well? 

How do our dreams reveal to us so much about our psyche, our 

mental muddles, our hidden world, our past and even our future at 

times. How do they sometimes provide wisdom that seems to be 

beyond our normal mental reach? 

How do we see in our dreams? Which eyes are we using? 

The truth is that much can be seen about our universe with our inner-

eye. Our outer eyes can reveal only the physical world. The inner eye 

reveals us the truth beyond it. 

Real Eyes, realize, real lies...Through the inner eye of intuition truth 

can be discovered. 

Our intuition is our natural inner faculty existing beyond our limited 

human senses. A part of us always knows everything and connects 

with us at any time, voluntarily or involuntarily, through intuition, both 

in our dreams and in a meditative state. 
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The Self 
 

When we talk of the self in ordinary terms, we visualize our physical 

human self. For one moment, visualize that you are made of light and 

the rays of light around you shine infinitely to connect with all there is. 

Where does the physical ‘you’ end and the universal or infinite ‘you’ 

begin? 

We can see our true Self as light in extension. 

The little 'me' is our limited human self. It wants to be there...to be 

'someone' to be distinct, unique, special...yet the higher self which is 

the 'I' knows that it is the soul of the universe... 

Our higher self needs no special focus, attention, identity...Every 

being's life is her life, every person's success is her success, every 

creature is her projection. When we are attached to our little 'me' we 

remain our little selves, seeking, wanting and unaware of who we 

really are. But 'let go' and then we see how we are pure light and 

beyond the shadows of illusion. It was just these egos that kept us 

from merging with our common real self - where we all are one! 

We are a multidimensional being of pure consciousness. We exist 

simultaneously in multiple realities....no matter how crazy they sound. 

Entities, aliens, angels, gods, nature...all parts of YOUR 

consciousness.. There is nothing outside. All is within. We are infinite 

possibility experiencing itself as infinite lifetimes, dimensions, 

realities…..usually one reality at a time to keep us sane. But there are 

times when the veil thins...consciousness awakens a bit more. Past, 

present, future start merging right now and you know you are not just 

hallucinating because at times you will see future EXACTLY before it 

happens...you would astrally travel the world and when you go there 

physically it will be exactly how you saw it...and you will influence 

reality with your mind and witness proof that you did it. Positive or 

negative...you have created and will always create your reality. 

Alternate realities would appear together and show you the truth 

within the Maya. Keep meditating. Stay aware that all is ONE.  
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The World 

 

Everything is energy taking form and shape through patterns. 

There is a pattern of pulsating energy behind all physical things and a 

pattern of information that weaves everything together in 

programmed ways. These beautiful patterns such as fractals, are 

everywhere in the physical world too, telling us the story of the Matrix, 

another word for mother or nature. The Matrix is everywhere. Our 

thoughts get woven into reality through this program called the Matrix. 

It connects all of us through this invisible information web of the 

universe 

As light beings we are always infinitely connected to the entire light of 

the multidimensional universe. 

When we say that the universe is within, we do not mean our limited 

human body…we are referring to our unlimited light that is all there is.  

Yes, we are all in the Matrix - a reality that is built through our minds.  

The Creatrix of this matrix of reality is WITHIN 

Input generates output here like a computer program in the matrix. 

Thoughts we feed in to this system, become our reality. The more we 

discuss about negative people, negative ideas, negative 

events...even if it is to 'create awareness' or be sarcastic, the more 

this Matrix will create the same for us in this 'reality'. Instead - focus 

on the positive alternative and give energy to that. Think of solutions 

and transformation when crossed with anything negative. Energize 

and share the positive to improve your own experience of this 'reality'. 

Meditate and get unplugged for 'moksha' or freedom. 

All is WITHIN and all is ILLUSORY and REAL at the same time. Stay 

grounded in inner truth. 
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Self-Projection 
 

Just how big do you think the universe is? Perhaps just as big as you 

can imagine. 

When you look at the stars do not forget that they are inside you 

Everything is a projection of the Self. The universe is an unlimited 

and infinite being that has projected itself all over the place. 

Did you know that everything, including the clouds in our sky are 

fractals of mathematical beauty...linked totally with the computer of 

your mind. Everything we encounter at any time is deeply 

interconnected to our inner state of being.  

Through our mind we are connected to the entire universe, our 

conscious and subconscious integrating through the super-conscious 

being that we are. 

Our lower or everyday reality which is unique to each individual is 

projected through our lower minds. Our shared reality as this 

universe, is projected through our collective consciousness to which 

anyone can at any time connect. The Source is within all. 

Spend not one moment in negativity. 100% peace and love, now and 

always, See something as positive, it will be positive for you. Fill your 

mind with negative superstition and your own life energy is blocked. 

Everything we encounter outside is a reflection of our thoughts. 

Instead of anger or frustration focus on meditation and peace. 

The world is like a hall of mirrors with our consciousness at the 

center. Always let the arrow of awareness point towards the inner 

self. If someone or something is fearful, upsetting, disturbing, 

sad...it's an opportunity to go within and heal. If someone or 

something is amazing, beautiful, inspiring, uplifting... It is also an 

opportunity to go within and feel blessed. Everything and everyone 

outside is a reflection...and opportunity to let go of fear and allow 

love. Recognize the Self everywhere especially within 
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Self Awareness 
 

There are several degrees of awareness. Sometimes we are 

unconscious....so much so that we totally forget that we are 

dreaming. Sometimes we are semiconscious...we know something is 

not making sense..we begin to remember. Full consciousness is to 

remember thoroughly..every night and day...that this is all just 

dreaming. Nothing is 'real' at all. The veil of illusion does not work on 

you anymore. You can no longer be a slave to your own fears and 

desires that keep you returning life after life...craving...seeking new 

experiences, new people, new things to enjoy. You are content with 

everything at last ...even content with being nothing. Welcome to the 

desert of the real world! If this thought of being nothing scares you, 

take the 'blue pill'...enjoy dreaming again in the pleasures and pains 

of 'reality' which is completely your own illusion. 

We are already plugged in 24x7 to a gadget-free virtual reality 

simulation game called life through the technology called mind 

When you realize that each thing in this world is created out of the 

Maya or energy which is entirely based on our mind...simulated 

through our thoughts, feelings, desires and beliefs...you automatically 

detach....There is nothing happening at all...you are ready to wake 

up....you only want to know the truth now. The universe is in the 

mind..the mind outside your physical body. Truth is beyond the 

mind...beyond the universe. 

You created your own limitations, only you can free yourself now.  
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Levels of Awareness 
 

1. Aham Brahmasmi: I AM,,,the universe. The lower me and the 
higher I, both. Interconnected to one and all…The physical 
world is a simulation of our interconnected mind. We are one 
consciousness experiencing various realities as each other. 
Our higher self or Shiva/ Yeshua is the creator part of us who 
is all knowing and omnipresent as the multidimensional 
universe. The Alfa (Allah/ El) and the Omega (Om). The true 
God who is beyond religion and personalities is within us. 

2. Mahanarayana: The creator consciousness is stemming from 
the sleep of the being whose dream we are. He or she is our 
real self deep within. The world is a matrix and as real as any 
dream could be. This dream world is arising out of a deeper 
state of being..the subconscious self that is silently sitting 
within us is our creator and the creator of the universe, hidden 
within each and every person. 

3. Adi Shakti: The creator in return is made of the primordial 
energy (Shakti) whose consciousness (Shiva) creates his 
dream. She is beyond, the beyond, the beyond - Para (our 
ultimate Self). Everything ultimately is One energy or Shakti 
that flows out everywhere, both formless and with form. Our 
real Self or super-consciousness is the cosmic being that we 
are manifesting in our human body as our kundalini or energy 
wave that flows from our root to crown, from head to toe and 
back upwards. In truth it is connected to the entire universe 
as light in extension. 

 

Conscious: Subconscious: Super-conscious 

= Self at various levels of awareness 
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Self Simulations 

There are various levels of simulation - various lokas.  

At the lower level we are various individuals going through our 

experiences of life. At higher levels we integrate into soul groups, 

families, various higher powers, intelligences and divinities.  

Our various higher selves look after the lower worlds in this 

multilayered matrix of our mind. Altogether we are all One great 

multidimensional Self.  

Duality is maya or illusion of mind, unity or Soul is Truth. The world is 

a simulation that is Self-centered! 

Do not look for an 'outside' creator...look within, know thyself. If you 

fear that the creator is a specific person simulating our world from 

above, remember there is the primordial shakti energy which is his 

creator too. Ultimately all is made of the higher Self who is within all. 

Trust 100 percent in your inner power. The Matrix does not control 

you, it unconditionally creates your reality through your thoughts] 

All duality is illusion, there is no separate devils or gods, no separate 

angels or demons, no separate humans or aliens - all this is just a 

play.  

There is only One multidimensional being of infinite power who 

appears in endless forms as a perfect reflection of our beliefs. Let go 

of our beliefs and perceptions, and we are Him.  

Our highest self is pure Love energy. 

Only LOVE Is-Real 

Love is the only God or Goddess, the only truth beyond space, time 

and dimensions. 
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Our Divine Self 

We can refer to our true Self as God and Goddess. The Self is 

beyond body and mind, beyond feminine and masculine, beyond 

time, space and dimensions.  

When our Yin and Yang, or the twin-flame of our divine masculine 

and feminine unite we let go of duality and know who we truly are! 

Our true Self or God is Love. The love between our darkness and 

light. The love between our unconscious and conscious. The love 

between our lower and higher self.  

God is good. Goddess is goodness. Evil has no place in God 

consciousness because evil is automatically transformed through the 

light of love. 

When dark and light unite, only light remains. 

When we choose love over fear, love transforms the darkest dark to 

light. 

The light within you is strong enough to dissolve all of the darkness in 

the entire universe right now! 

Nature is the best teacher, life the best school, love the most 

important lesson and peace the best grade we can achieve. 

Our divine Self is our true inner nature of pure consciousness, in 

other words Peace and Love. 

When we raise our consciousness towards the highest one, 

everything is automatically imbued with divine energy. 
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Self Transformation 

Everything is the Self, everything flows from the Self and back to the 

Self.  

Spirituality flows unlimited from within. We can collect degrees and 

outer initiations, certificates and books, but we learn best by 

awakening our inner self, our inner power or kundalini.  

Ignorance transforms to awareness, flows upwards and shoots 

through the top of our head like an endless fountain of positive 

energy and wisdom.  

Your sense of ethics and truth becomes so high, it is impossible to 

corrupt you now... because not only are you turned to gold, anything 

that touches you turns to gold. All negativity transforms on contact 

with your consciousness.  

You have found the philosopher’s stone and the elixir of life. You are 

liberated from death or suffering into awareness of your eternal being. 

The universe is this flow of energy which is in-fact the Self in constant 

state of transformation. Creating, forgetting, remembering and 

returning to itself. 

The only thing that ever changes in truth, is awareness. The only 

thing that transforms is our state of consciousness, the awareness of 

our inner Self. 
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World Transformation 

 

There is no better communication than telepathy, yet some are 

addicted to WiFi gadgets. 

There is no better travel than astral travel, yet people spend money 

on luxury tourism. 

There is no better nourishment than nature, yet humans crave 

culinary delights. 

There is no better healing than meditation, yet sickness and hospitals 

abound. 

The best things in life are free...simple...within us. 

We actually are self-sufficient.  

What we give to ourselves we also give to the world. When we 

choose to care for ourselves we also heal the world a bit more. Just 

as our family and loved ones are blessed by our own good health, 

radiance and happiness, so is the world. Love yourself today. 

Imagine how the world could transform through the peaceful and 

silent music of the inner self. Imagine a world where all are awakened 

into their meditative awareness of the Self...a world where all are 

healthy, blissful, at peace. 

Imagine yourself as this world. So be it. 

Find the truth, reveal it. Positive energy, feel it. If you see anything as 

negative, heal it. All is part of the great You. All is the You-niverse in 

constant manifestation. All is a constant projection of the Self. 

The creator, preserver, transformer is within as our inner guru or 

higher self, manifesting around us in countless forms. 
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Let Ego Go 

We can learn many skills...we may acquire knowledge and 

information….gain several powers...health, wealth, success...know 

the mysteries of the universe...even heal the world...but nothing is 

more important than letting go of ego and being at peace 

Spiritual path is all about looking within. It is not a competition about 

who reaches there first, who is more popular, richer, wiser. If we are 

wasting time feeling jealous, judgmental, angry or unhappy about 

other people, whether politicians, society, government, friends or 

even gurus...no matter how justified we feel....we are no longer on the 

inner path. Let us stop right here and look within and recognize 

everything as a reflection. Outside is mere illusion, within is 

transformation. Peace is within. Peace is the only truth amongst all 

the illusions of realities around us. 

Part of letting go of ego is releasing oneself from the attachment to 

our limited human self. Animals remind us of who we are. Plants too. 

Every rock and stone, each grain of sand carries the message. Air, 

water, fire, earth show us our nature. The spirit flows and becomes 

everything, taking shape and form of infinite variety. Everyone and 

everything is one energy, one love. Our differences are illusion. As I 

shed the mask of the outer form I reveal myself to myself...and its 

beautiful to see there is nothing inside but pure 

consciousness...formless and unlimited, within all. That is who I am. 

Lower the ego, higher the consciousness. 

Beware of the spiritual ego, the desire to lead, to be popular, to be 

followed by crowds who call you guru. Simply realize that there is 

only the Self and all else is illusion! 
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Re-Legion 

In this world all good and bad has a possibility of existing in every 

area, including religion. We attract and manifest what matches your 

frequency from time to time. 

There are wonderful ideas hidden in many spiritual traditions and 

texts. We need not be a fundamentalist and believe in each thing 

from any religious or spiritual source, no matter how established. Let 

go of anything that does not feel right even if its traditional or part of 

any holy book. First of all Harm None. Over and above that any 

religious or spiritual belief is most welcome. But if any religion or 

spirituality says it is okay to harm, even if you have the power not to, 

let go of those ignorant beliefs and embrace our common inner truth 

through meditation and self-realization. There is not a single being 

who has meditated and not realized that God = Peace and Love. 

The only true religion is love, peace and kindness. Rest everything is, 

I'm afraid, politics dressed up as religion. We were deceived for 

centuries by materialistic faiths designed solely with the aim of 

conquest and control of land and resources by promoting one 

community above another. We awaken now as One earth and 

choose love and only love as real. The real kingdom of God is the 

love within us. May it come now. 

We now let go of centuries of religious control aimed at subjugating 

us into belief in something external, to keep us sleeping in the veil of 

ignorance...to keep us afraid of own inner power or kundalini Shakti. 

These artificial simulations of Devil and demons were targeted at us 

to indirectly make us run into submission to an external entity they 

called God. We now see God within us...our own inner power to 

transform the world through inner peace, love and light. No longer are 

we enslaved through mindless consumerism or false fears of 

judgment, apocalypses or eternal hell in this matrix. The heaven of 

inner truth is within us and we awaken together, now! 
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Unity Consciousness 

Zeus and Jesus, Ra and Rama, Siva and Jehova, El and Allah, Amen 

and Amin...there are numerous similarities. Our languages may 

change but we remain interconnected. Religion is spirituality with a 

cultural twist. Our minds have divided us, but our soul is one. All over 

the world as spirituality spread politics took over and ancient wisdom 

was lost in many countries with very few exceptions. Now we can 

take whatever is good from each cultural perspective and let go of the 

negative. Integrate not divide. Love not hate. Allow good from every 

direction, from every religion, reject negativity and keep going 

WITHIN because that is where we all converge. That is where ancient 

wisdom guides us back.  

False ideologies may have divided us, but Love is what melts I and 

You into one. Before we were India, Pakistan, Russia, America, 

China...we were all one earth, one universe. Before we were Muslim, 

Christian, Jain, Buddhist, Parsi, Sikh...we were all one bunch of ever 

evolving beings...And we still are. Spirituality transcends all 

boundaries. We realize our follies and let go of the false egos. EGOS 

= GOES ...One soul many bodies..that is our truth and truth always 

remains eternal 

We are all The One. In a dream, each character, each event, each 

thing is nothing but the dreamer. It’s one consciousness. Similarly in 

this dream-world or Matrix we are living in we are all ONE 

consciousness. Each one of us experiences our ego based limited 

self. Each one of us can shed this outer layer and re-unite in our 

unlimited Self. To know that you are The One is an inner choice 

made with inner conviction. This is not a path for those who live 

superficially in the dream of being rich, popular, beautiful and 

loved...This is a path for spiritual beings who value the truth and 

nothing but the truth. This is the Red pill of awareness, not the Blue 

pill of sleep. The aim to be free, not to keep enhancing your virtual 

experience of 'reality'. Will you take it? 
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Healing Our Dev-Ills 

We are all Divine or Devas who had forgotten who we are. Ignorance 

of our ONE inner divine Self became the cause of all suffering and 

evil. As the ten heads of Ravana’s fall off we awaken to our truth: 

1) Ahamkara - Ego: ignorance of our common Self  

2) Amanavata - Cruelty: ignorance of our inner oneness  

3) Anyaya - Injustice: ignorance of our karmic interconnection as One  

4) Vasana - Lust: ignorance that all is maya or self-created illusion  

5) Krodha - Anger: ignorance of how creator of all situations is within  

6) Lobha - Greed: ignorance of our inner abundance  

7) Mada - Pride: ignorance that I am within all  

8) Matsara - Jealousy: ignorance that everyone's success is my 

success  

9) Moha - Attachment: ignorance of our inner fulfillment  

10) Swartha - Selfishness: ignorance that we all are One Soul.  

All ten transformed by the light of Self Awareness right now. Victory 

of the Self. 

God/ Goddess is another name for our inner self ...our inner nature of 

infinite abundance and love. It does not require us to hurt ourselves 

or others, to sacrifice our life or of any other living being. Those are 

acts of ego and ignorance. Our true self is too vast, too unlimited, too 

glorious to even require anything. The beauty of nature is that all 

species, including human...keep evolving to ultimately realize their 

inner truth. I sacrifice the ego and let go of ignorance to see the 

unlimited cosmos as my real body and the universal consciousness 

as my real soul. 
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Stages In Spiritual Growth 

 

1. Ignorance: Tamasa. Person believes reality to be fixed and 

themselves a victim 

2. Outer Action: Rajasa. Person tries to change the world 

through outer effort, anger, war, struggle, frustration... 

3. Awareness: Sattva. Person looks within to seek peace and 

truth..the inner essence or cause revealed through meditation 

and intuition 

4. Magick: spiritual powers or siddhis...the outer world 

transforms with increased peace and inner positive energy 

5. Self-realization: There is no outer world. It’s all a dream, 

happening within. All is one Self projected into various people 

and events through various lifetimes and 'realities' 

6. Samadhi: Being permanently established in the awareness of 

the inner truth or Self 

7. Moksha: Letting go of all illusions of 'reality' 
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The Soul 

It may be hard for some people to realize that we are not many souls. 

We are many bodies sharing the same ONE soul in the deepest part 

of us. The one soul within unites us all. The meaning of soul is 'sol' or 

one. This one soul appears in so many physical states in so many 

bodies across so many lifetimes to create this illusion of duality. As 

we begin to awaken we can see through time, space and dimensions 

because we exist simultaneously in each. We are not different souls 

with finite lifetimes of limited experiences seen in a few past life 

regression sessions. Not who we are but our awareness levels of 

who we are is transforming. We are not a soul. We are the Soul. 

Who is a friend? Someone you hang out, chat with, with or share 

coffee with may or may not really know who you are. They may not 

even know who they are! Real friendship is deeper than that. It 

begins with yourself and takes the whole world in its embrace. True 

friends recognize themselves in each other. There is no scope of 

jealousy or resentment of any kind because we are aware that YOU = 

I. True friends are connected as one soul experiencing life as each 

other. 

We share a telepathic connection with everyone and everything. 

There are Zero degrees of separation: We don't have to meet anyone 

physically, talk on the phone, be in their physical presence, or 

connect over the internet or social media. Separation is an illusion. All 

is within. Just meditate and be with your unlimited self. That is the 

best way to connect with each other truly - through our real self which 

is ONE 
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The Dreamer 

The difference between dreams and reality is ....that there is no 

difference 

We are all the One. Oneness is our natural inner state... We just have 

to realize who we are and recognize our Self in everything. We all 

share a common inner self. But most of us have been deluded 

thinking we are separate. Duality or a diabolo (dev...ill) the veil... 

ignorance.. Keeping us in a false dreamworld of the matrix without 

knowing that we are all the same dreamer. The veil becomes the evil 

when our dream turns nightmare.. We think we are different.. We hurt 

and harm... This ignorance is the only cause of all problems.  

Realizing our oneness we become lucid..we start transforming our 

dream to a positive one. Healing is to come back together... Wake up 

as the One. But would you take the red pill or the blue pill... Will you 

keep enjoying the illusion of endless thoughts and desires or be 

awakened. Will you keep wanting to see more and more... Or be self-

content? That choice is everything. Sleeping takes long... Waking up 

takes an instant 

There is no reality.. There are just self-created illusions. Whatever we 

desire, fear, think, want, hate, feel becomes real for us. This is the 

Matrix... Mahamaya... The great mother of all creating more and more 

endlessly in fractal format... All is mind magick. Stop engaging... Stop 

feeding the system with all your thoughts... Get out of your 

mind...conscious, subconscious... And you are free. Asato ma 

sadgamaya...Do not float endlessly in the ocean of desires. Be with 

the inner true Self. 

Life is just a dream, death just a transition from one dream to another. 

But who is this dreamer... if not you then who! And when will she 

awaken...if not now, then when! 
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No Past, No Present, No Future 

 

Everything is in the Now. From No-where, we go to Now-here. 

Our future is always being created through present choices.  

Astrology and other methods of predictions only reveal our past 

karmic fruits that might fall in present life. The moment we learn our 

lessons, we transform our awareness right now and gain freedom 

from our self-imposed limitations that our birth-charts convey. 

There are unlimited alternate universes, each being projected out of 

every single thought. In each moment, even without realizing it, we 

are shifting from one thought to another and hence from one universe 

to another, and the difference appears to us as time...In truth there is 

no time, only a shift of realities based on our inner state. The more 

positive you make your inner state, the more you shift yourself into a 

more positive reality. Whatever you resonate with projects outwards 

as this illusion called the world. World peace has already been 

created. It exists within. All we have to do is to totally believe in it, feel 

it, think and be it...and there you are. It does not depend on anyone 

else...You do not have to change anyone....ONLY your inner state. 

Who says the past cannot be changed. The past has already 

changed into the Present… the gift of NOW. 
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From Pieces to Peace 

In all the news about war, terror, violence, pain, strife...remember that 

there is always peace in everything when you look beyond the 

superficial. Peace is the inner core of each and everything in the 

world. The world is a shell of ignorance wrapped tightly and 

repeatedly around peace, nothingness and silence. Whatever we 

see, read, get involved in is only because we are stepping out of this 

inner peace and engaging in thinking, interacting and experiencing 

things without awareness of who we are. Forgetting is the cause of all 

suffering. Remembering is the liberation 

There is no point in sharing negative news that makes you feel 

powerless. In truth we have the power to be the change we seek. 

Sharing the positive helps us create a positive world because the 

universe creates more of whatever our mind focuses upon. 

A spiritual being does not identify with any one race, community, 

country, religion or culture. When you know that many universes are 

being created and transformed through your inner consciousness 

even as you sleep, your mind is not limited but infinite. Yet you are 

beyond the multi-verse as you are beyond your mind. To be free of 

the mind is real freedom, so is to detach and let go of what you think 

is you and what you thought was yours....including this world....free.... 

from your own desires, fears, expectations, beliefs and from the 

greatest illusion itself. 

Struggle or fight is unnecessary. Peace brings everything good right 

here right now effortlessly. 
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Beyond Duality 

Duality - the subconscious projections of our mental expectations/ 

ideas create the reality we observe...everything is unlimited possibility 

(nothingness is non-dual) appearing as something specific due to the 

inner thought and desires projected outwards that define reality. In 

deep meditation we are with the absolute, not in state of observing - 

observer duality, but observing the Self. 

As everything is made of energy the God-dess represents the 

ultimate or supreme being or Self She is the Shakti that gives life to 

Shiva, from her all Gods and universes are born. She is both the 

conscious and unconscious, the yin and the yang, the non-dual and 

formless whose infinite forms are we. 

We are not our face or body. Those are just user interfaces. Millions 

of roles or avatars we take over various lifetimes or acts in this play. 

But backstage.. deep inside where there are no curtains to hide the 

truth we find the real me and the real you. And guess what? We are 

one and the same. 

It is only illusion that falls apart, never that which is within your heart 

God also called God-dess is our inner positive power through which 

everything is created, nourished and transformed constantly. Devil is 

Diabolo or Dual...the ignorance that divides us. Duality is hollow and 

powerless. Anything negative, hateful, harmful has no real power as it 

is rooted in ignorance. It is only awareness that brings power in the 

form of love, peace and kindness. Kindness comes in many forms, 

soft and harsh, bright and dark. Those are two sides of the Goddess 

who is all loving. She destroys ignorance, slays our ego and fills us 

with awareness of who we are. S-he is not feminine or masculine, but 

both. She is not separate from us but our inner Truth 

To integrate each level of our Self-awareness is the core of healing 

and returning to a wholesome state. 
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Healing Together 

Everything in the world is a reflection of the inner self. Everyone is 

here to help us heal, by showing us a part of who we are. Feeling 

unhappy about something or someone is illusion. Transforming them, 

healing them, helping them, changing them is illusion too. In truth 

there is only the inner self. When we meditate we do the maximum 

good ever to the universe, because all is within! 

Some of the most important things were not taught in schools....the 

truth about our world - how everything is created by us, how we are 

in-charge of our life and the secrets of health, wealth and happiness. 

Instead they focused on dulling kids into obedient robots trying to fit 

into a system which could not understand what the world needs. 

Today we see how being positive is indeed most important - we all 

want a peaceful world today full of happy people who are kind, loving, 

self-disciplined, creative, powerful and spiritually aware. Schooling 

transforms completely 

Science discovers new explanations for this crazy world...just like we 

keep believing a dream until that moment when we simply wake up! 

When we are awakening, science begins to conform what spirit 

knows. Everything is energy. The Goddess is the Shakti or force that 

creates, runs and transforms the universes. Shiva is her awareness 

or consciousness, he is part of her. Science and Spirituality unite. 

We are just a consciousness experiencing various levels of 

awareness. We are One being living life as each other. 
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The Miracle of You 

The quality of our life depends on the focus of our mind. If focus goes 

on gossip, celebrities or on other people's personal lives or on 

various ego dramas, your own amazing success will evade you. If 

you focus on all the negativity, problems and wrongs of the world you 

will attract more of those. Wise are those who focus on that infinite 

source of positive energy within from which all things and beings take 

form. The highest being of pure consciousness is within. Not just the 

universe but the soul of all universes is within. When we go beyond 

the mind and focus on what is within, all is blessed automatically! 

The only reason why something does not happen is because 

something inside our mind stops it from happening. People think they 

want big cars but really deep within they are afraid of how to maintain 

them, people say they want castles but deep within they would rather 

have a simple home, people want romance but deep inside they are 

afraid of losing their independence, they wish to own businesses, yet 

are afraid of taking responsibility, they may think of being wealthy but 

deeply resent wealthy people. We would like to think of something 

good, yet worry if the world will become too good, how will anyone 

learn lessons? Letting go of all fears and doubts and allowing 

absolute good to happen, is the essence of magic. 

Life can be an endless magical journey where we create and re-

create our realities all the time. With or without awareness, we are 

still creators. All good and bad is sprung from this inner source or 

fountain that flows around as our universe or multi-verse. 

To go beyond the good and bad is to discover our eternal truth where 

we remain established in the true Self or pure consciousness, finally 

free of all desire. 
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Self Content 

There is no outside person, thing or experience to seek, know, crave 

for, when you have found the Self. There is no satisfaction in endless 

persons, things and experiences when you have not found the Self. 

Whenever you seek happiness from something or someone outside... 

Know that all is already within. Just be! 

Those who make peace with their memories and focus on their 

desires attain a bright future...but those who make peace with their 

memories and their desires attain liberation! 

Each time you focus on who you really are, you connect with an 

incredible source of positive energy that overflows! 

We do not need a reason to be happy. In-fact there is no reason to be 

anything other than happy. Happiness is our true nature. If you feel 

any stress building up, you have merely forgotten who you are. 

Feeling sad, anxious, angry, afraid, uneasy...? You have just 

temporarily forgotten who you are. Remember you created this 

universe... for the sheer joy of creation. It is a dance of your 

energy....Do not fall out of step with yourself. Shake off all the stress 

and ignorance and dance again...for yourself, with yourself. Be 

yourself 
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